
CRYSTAL MCGRATH FULL BIO:

Crystal McGrath is a musician, activist, podcast host, and inspirational influencer.In her latest
single “About a Boy,” Crystal blends a pop drum beat with the colourful tones of a traditional
country band to create a sound that is wholly her own. The song tells the story of a confident
girl who still longs for the connection from a relationship and finds herself distracted by the
memories of her past. Her upcoming project will explore themes of personal growth and
finding confidence in the vulnerability of her human experience with the hope of connecting
with listeners who might feel the same way and find comfort in her words.

Crystal has performed all over the world. She has toured the U.S., Canada, Mexico, the U.K.,
and Australia. Supporting Canadian country legends such as George Canyon and Aaron
Pritchett, McGrath has proven that her stage presence is just as powerful as her songwriting.
Her single,“Game On,” produced by Spencer Cheyne, was released to radio in September 2020.
In its first week on the air, the track hit the Sirius XM CBC Country Top 40, was added to
Australia’s Commercial Country radio network rotations, and its accompanying music video
circulated the Australian MTV/CMT network.

Crystal advocates for female empowerment and wants women to feel that they can go after
any goal that they hope to achieve. Crystal founded Live With Love to promote this message —
an online platform with a mission to help women live their best lives through a movement and
mindset approach.

She also has a passion for connecting with people and creating an outlet for their experiences
to be shared. Her podcast, Crushing Chaos, evidences Crystal’s love of storytelling. It is a safe
space where she interviews women pushing through the resistance in their personal and
professional lives. She also regularly hosts her video podcast, The Artists Behind the Music,
where her musical guests are interviewed about the obstacles they’ve overcome throughout
their musical journeys, and is always followed by a spectacular live performance by her guest.

In November 2019, Crystal participated in Canada’s Music Incubator’s Artist Entrepreneur
West professional development program at the National Music Centre, where she spent five
weeks developing her business.

Crystal lives by the words of John Greenleaf Whittier’s poem “Don’t Quit”:

“And you never can tell just how close you are, It may be near when it seems so far; So
stick to the fight when you're hardest hit, It's when things seem worst that you must not quit.”

Crystal is truly living by example and chasing her dreams — and she won’t quit until she gets
there.


